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To provide societal benefits across scales, 
observations of rapid Arctic change best
• Focus on pressing information needs
• Share a framework for broad

participation
• Serve different user groups

Food Security Working Group guidance

ü Sustained observations have to be relevant in a decision-
making context

ü Observations need to adapt to emerging threats
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The RNA CoObs project seeks to
ü Help frame broader questions & information needs

ü Support development of Shared Arctic Variable framework 
to channel observing into essential measurements 

ü Share information about observing asset distribution to 
inform deployment of observing infrastructure & address 
Arctic Indigenous communities’ questions and concerns

ü Draw on observing system simulations and inverse 
modeling in ways that incorporate benefits and retain the 
holistic food security perspective

ü Capture requirements to inform observing system 
engineering design and support interoperability of 
independent, aligned observing efforts

Example of “Sea ice thickness” as a Shared Arctic Variable 
(SAV): Information need for ice thickness observations 
shared by different user groups (left), but to different 
observation standards and platforms (Bradley et al., Arctic, 
in review).

Arctic-subpolar Gyre State Estimate (ASTE): Dynamically 
consistent model/data synthesis of the diverse ocean & sea 
ice observations in the Arctic (Nguyen et al., JAMES, 2021, 
https://doi.org/10.1029/2020MS002398). For RNA CoObs
inverse modeling framework seeks to translate guidance from 
FSWG. Note sparse distribution of data points in region of 
interest (Pacific Arctic sector at the top of the figure).

Observational infrastructure design: How to identify, structure, and design an Arctic observing system?
• Challenges: Numerous existing observations from PI-led research, networks, campaigns, and across 

diverse research areas, and geographic regions
• Top-down approach will not work (i.e., from Grand Challenges to a formal design)
• Needed: Adaptive design approach that can integrate existing observations, identify knowledge gaps 
for 

specific research topics, and include coupled natural & human systems
• New systems engineering approach for requirements capture & adaptive design development:

- brings together different perspectives & knowledge systems to inform adaptive, 
question-based, queriable Arctic observing architecture

- requirements based
- informs question-specific observational design
- identifies knowledge and spatial gaps for augmented observations
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https://sites.google.com/alaska.ed

u/rna-observations/

Arctic Observing 
Summit website
https://arcticobserving
summit.org/

SAON website
https://www.arctic

observing.org/


